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Introduction Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [1, 4] is a powerful, yet elegant
committed-choice CLP language, consisting of multi-headed, guarded multiset
rewrite rules. Originally designed for the implementation of constraint solvers,
CHR has matured towards a general purpose language, used in a wide range of
application domains, including natural language processing, multi-agent systems,
and type system design. Several high-performance compilers for CHR exist.

CHR aims at supporting a very high-level, declarative programming style.
Declarative programs simply describe the problem, leaving the choice of the al-
gorithm to solve it, and all implementation details, to the underlying language.
Efficiently implementing declarative languages therefore presents many interest-
ing challenges. The end-user though, enjoys considerably reduced development
times, and vastly improved understandability, maintainability and robustness.

Practice, however, shows that CHR’s conciseness and expressiveness is fre-
quently lacking, in particular when used as a general purpose language. Many
programming idioms can only be realized in CHR using tedious auxiliary con-
straints and rules. Moreover, these auxiliary constructs often cross-cut the entire
program, obfuscating its readability. These error-prone and cumbersomely repet-
itive solutions clearly impair the advantages of declarative programming.

The main goal of my research is to improve the usability of the CHR language,
by extending the language with expressive, declarative language features, and by
developing, implementing, and evaluating new and existing program analyses and
compilation techniques for (extended) CHR programs.

Extending CHR We extended the CHR language with negation as absence [12,
13], allowing CHR rules to test for the absence of constraints. We defined a formal
operational semantics, and realized a prototype implementation in SWI-Prolog.
We showed the declarative advantages of negation as absence, and evaluated the
issues of integrating it with the refined operational semantics of CHR [3].

Recently, we generalized negation as absence to a much more powerful lan-
guage feature, called aggregates [8, 9]. The proposed framework, implemented
using source-to-source transformations to regular CHR, supports nested aggre-
gate expressions, efficient incremental aggregate computation and application-
tailored user-defined aggregates. Case studies clearly demonstrate the gained
expressiveness and conciseness, and that the desired runtime complexity is at-
tainable with an acceptable constant time overhead.
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Implementing CHR I developed a state-of-the-art CHR compiler and runtime
system for Java, called K.U.Leuven JCHR [11]. It features a statically typed
declarative syntax, a tight integration with the object-oriented host-language,
extensive static analysis, and a compilation to highly optimized code. It outper-
forms other CHR systems by up to several orders of magnitude.

In future work, I will develop a first efficient parallel CHR system1. Lever-
aging the full power of current and future multicore processors demands highly
concurrent software [10]. Writing concurrent programs, however, is notoriously
difficult. The abstract of [7] reads: “For concurrent programming to become main-
stream, we must discard threads as a programming model. Nondeterminism should
be judiciously and carefully introduced where needed, and it should be explicit in pro-
grams.” Clearly, the inherently parallel CHR language provides a valid solution
[5]. The parallelization of forward chaining rule-based systems has never been
fully successful in the past [2]. I believe the key to effective parallel matching is
lazy matching, especially when combined with other forms of parallellism avail-
able in CHR programs, such as parallel rule firing and parallel search. Important
problems are still to be researched in all aspects of the system, from language
features and semantics, to analysis, implementation, and optimization.
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1 Some preliminary, semi-naive implementations already exist [6], but these cannot
compete with fully optimized sequential compilers.


